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A Plan-Generation-Evaluation Framework for Design Space
Exploration of Digital Systems Design

Jun Kyoung KIM†a), Student Member and Tag Gon KIM†b), Nonmember

SUMMARY Modern digital systems design requires us to explore a
large and complex design space to find a best configuration which satis-
fies design requirements. Such exploration requires a sound representation
of design space from which design candidates are efficiently generated,
each of which then is evaluated. This paper proposes a plan-generation-
evaluation framework which supports a complete process of such design
space exploration. The plan phase constitutes a design space of all possible
design alternatives by means of a formally defined representation scheme
of attributed AND-OR graph. The generation phase generates a set of can-
didates by algorithmic pruning of the design space in an attributed AND-
OR graph with respect to design requirements as well as architectural con-
straints. Finally, the evaluation phase measures performance of design can-
didates in a pruned graph to select a best one. A complete process of cache
design is exemplified to show the effectiveness of the proposed framework.
key words: design space exploration, plan-generation-evaluation frame-
work, graph pruning, attributed AND-OR graph

1. Introduction

The progress of silicon technology enables us to implement
a highly complex system on a given chip area. The design of
such a system requires the exploration of large design space
not only for functional verification but for performance mea-
surement. The most important factor in such a design is an
efficient design framework which meets the time-to-market
requirement. Thus, required is a design framework and an
associated tool which can reduce cost of design space explo-
ration. Such cost includes the design time for construction
of a set of design candidates and the evaluation time for cor-
rectness verification and performance measurement.

Design space exploration mainly consists of three
phases: plan, generation and evaluation. The plan phase
constructs a design space of a family of design alternatives
which includes architectural variants and different parame-
ters for a given architecture. The generation phase gener-
ates feasible design candidates from the design space. Fi-
nally the evaluation phase evaluates the generated candi-
dates. Thus, a reduction of the cost of the design space ex-
ploration requires each of the three phases to be performed
in an efficient manner.

Much research has been done to attack on the design
space exploration problem. However, most of them dealt
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with efficient generation of design candidates [1]–[3] and
fast evaluation of each candidate [4], [5]. Most of them deals
with the design space construction problem as just a param-
eterization one, with which a designer can vary some fixed
parameters [6] and the degree of parameterization is totally
decided by the tool builder. Schemes or algorithms can not
be extended easily with the approach unless they are con-
sidered in the first design. In other words, they have limited
extendibility due to the lack of expression power on archi-
tecture parameterization.

Binary Decision Diagram (BDD) is an approach to the
solution space representation, which is a set of valid config-
urations [7]. Possible values for a parameter are encoded as
a sequence of binary value. By configuring the resulting bi-
nary variables, explorer can get a set of valid configurations.
However, it is hard to represent the and-rule, which can be
called as a decomposition rule, with the approach. More-
over, we can not obtain the hierarchical framework without
the and-rule, which is very important in complex digital sys-
tems design.

This paper proposes a plan-generation-evaluation
framework for efficient design space exploration of digital
systems design, with an emphasis on design space represen-
tation in the planning phase. The main goal of the repre-
sentation is two folds: representation in formal semantics
and expressive power of design alternatives. To meet such a
goal, a formalism of attributed AND-OR graph (AAOG) is
defined for design space representation. The AND and OR
relations in the graph can represent not only a collection of
components (AND relation) to form a system but variants of
alternatives (OR relation) to be used for a given component.
Moreover, attributes attached at such relations can represent
ranges of parameters and constraints on selection of a set of
alternatives located at different sub-modules.

AND-OR graph is a general tool for representation of
information structure with alternative entities for which a
search is performed to find an optimal solution. Basic defi-
nition of AND-OR graph can be found in [8] and some opti-
mal search algorithms for such graph are found in [9], [10].
The basic AND-OR graph definition has been extended to
adapt different applications which include floorplanning at
digital system design [11], model checking./testing [12],
network modeling [13], assembling /disassembly line mod-
eling [14], and others. This paper extends the general AND-
OR graph to Attributed AND-OR graph with an attempt to
support “design space exploration” of digital systems. The
main purpose of our graph is to express alternatives for ar-
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chitectural components as well as parameter values for de-
sign space representation. The main differences between our
AAOG and existing ones are: (1) AAOG does not represent
cost within the graph, which is evaluated by simulation; (2)
Multiple AND-relation is represented to model a number of
identical components as a subsystem of a system; (3) At-
tributes are attached to a vertex, the values of which repre-
sent parametric design space; (4) A set of constraints is at-
tached to a vertex which defines valid combination of com-
ponents to form a (sub)system as well as holds designers’
knowledge for a system under design. In the above sense,
the proposed AAOG is a new one which has not been previ-
ously used for the design space exploration problem in dig-
ital systems design.

The similar approach has been reported in [15] which
proposed a relational algebraic framework for VHDL mod-
els management. The framework employed SES (system en-
tity structure) formalism [16] to represent a family of VHDL
models and supported an associated tool for models man-
agement which was implemented in a relational database
system. However, the framework focuses on a specific sim-
ulation tool, the VHDL simulator, rather than design space
exploration. Our work here explicitly defines the plan, gen-
eration and evaluation steps which are inevitable to design
space exploration. Also, our work supports not only man-
agement of the design entities as in [15], but also design
of a new algorithm or a system. To this end, we divide a
design space in two sub-spaces: operational design space
and structural design space. Configuration of algorithmic
parameters at the operational design space, and then synthe-
sis of the configuration at the structural design space help
to reflect new algorithms or introduce new processing ele-
ments. Thus, the framework proposed in this paper can be
more design-centric.

2. Proposed Framework

Figure 1 shows the design space exploration employing
plan, generation and evaluation framework. Functional re-
quirement enables us to make a set of designs/models, which
we call functional design space. Technology requirement
enables to check the variability of the models against it.
Then the realizable set of models which comply with func-
tional/technology requirement constitute the design space.
This is plan phase. At generation phase, one can decrease
the design space with the user constraints, which reflect the
designers’ knowledge. The resulting design space is called
a pruned design space. With the model base which contains
the operation of models, model synthesis is performed. To
evaluate, all the models are compiled with the simulation
library and the evaluation is performed by running the re-
sultant simulator.

The three steps are tightly coupled but what schemes or
algorithms are used in each step does not affect one another.
For example, the form or semantics we use to represent a
design space does not constrain the generation algorithm as
in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1 Proposed framework.

Fig. 2 Free combination of each step.

Fig. 3 Objective-driven generation-evaluation combination.

Figure 3 shows this property more obviously with the
relation between generation and evaluation. If a designer
needs short evaluation time, he or she can possibly adopt the
analysis method for the evaluation scheme. If the designers’
main concern is the performance of processor architecture,
Simplescalar or XR2 simulator [17] is adequate. A designer
has only to modify the model synthesis routine. It does not
affect what kind of pruning algorithm such as genetic algo-
rithm, simulated annealing, or taboo search, will be used.

3. Representing Design Space

3.1 Representation Formalism: Attributed AND-OR
Graph

Attributed AND-OR graph expresses the design space of
any structure by using the AND-rule and OR-rule. An
AND-rule implies a decomposition relation between design
entities. OR-rule defines the selection or specialization re-
lationship between design entities. The attributed AND-OR
graph is formalized as follows.

Figure 4(a) is an example of a design space of a digi-
tal system. A digital system is assumed to consist of three
components: proc, peripherals and memory subsystem.
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Fig. 4 Attributed AND-OR graph.

Two kinds of core, core wo cache and core w cache, are
available for the proc entity. Core with on-chip cache,
core w cache, has different forms depending on the inter-
nal structure. Harvard architecture has separate on-chip
cache for instruction and data. On the contrary, only one
on-chip cache can exist at vonNeuman. data core is a core
that sends only data address to the cache component, and
data inst core sends both data address and instruction ad-
dress to cache component.

Figure 4(b) is the attributed AND-OR graph represen-
tation of digital system shown in Fig. 4(a). The relation
connected with indicates OR-relation and the relation con-
nected with AND-relation. total system consists of three en-
tities, proc, peripheral and memory subsystem. In the case
of proc entity, there are two candidates, core wo cache and
core w cache. core w cache can be implemented to von-
Neuman or Harvard. The design space of a digital system is
formally represented in this way.

A vertex can have attributes. For example, word size
can be attached to the proc entity as a parameter. Let’s as-
sume that the value, 16, 32, 64, is possible for the word size.
Then, the word size is defined as following by definition:
{(word size, 16), (word size, 32), (word size, 64)} Together
with OR-relation, parameters constitute the design space of
a target system.

3.2 Embedding Pre-Constructed Design Space

While planning, a designer may need to embed a pre-
constructed design space. To use the mechanism, a designer
has only to specify the following:

Fig. 5 Embedding pre-constructed design.

• nodes to use pre-constructed design space
• what kind of design space will be embedded
• the prefix used to differentiate the children nodes from

the other nodes

Figure 5 shows a scenario of embedding the cache de-
sign space into Harvard architecture shown in Fig. 4. We
assume that the cache design space is already constructed
and verified while previous systems design. Then, the cache
itself is independent of external environment. If a designer
keeps the rules for interface for cache design space, he or
she can take the cache design space freely into any designs
that require cache. This scheme is used for Sects. 6 and 7.

3.3 Semantics for Constraint in AAOG

One can specify the constraint relationship for a vertex, or
a combination of vertices. Constraint relationship is defined
as follows

The first thing one can do with the constraint specifi-
cation is to declare the physically possible combination of
the vertices which constitute the design space. More impor-
tantly, one can reflect his/her own knowledge base to reduce
the design space. For example, let’s assume that a designer
does not want to use the core wo cache design entities after
analyzing the target application. Then, it is expressed in the
following form:

const(core wo cache) = false
Another situation tells that core wo cache is not se-

lected with mem wo cache. Then, we can express this con-
straint with the following manner:

const(core wo cache, mem w cache) = true
To investigate the effect of the constraints to design

space, let’s assume the design space problem as parameteri-
zation one. If the number of parameters is m and the number
of candidates for each parameter is n, and all the parameters
are independent of one another, then the number of design
candidates becomes nm, which is often too many to explore
all the candidates. Let’s assume that there is an expert about
the system or application. He or she may fix a parameter
to one value based on his knowledge or experience. Then
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the number of design candidates reduces to nm−1. One of
ultimate goals of this work is to provide means with which
experts can store and reflect hisher own design knowledge
or experience obtained during real design work in the form
of constraints.

4. Generation

Figure 6 is an algorithm to compute all the candidates from
design space in attributed AND-OR graph. It works in post-
order. Post-order search guarantees that the design candi-
dates set of the child node is available when we compute the
candidates of a parent node. The entity nodes are classified
into three types, leaf node, parent node of AND-relationship
and parent node of OR-relationship. Firstly, when this algo-
rithm meets a leaf node, it does nothing and just returns.
When this algorithm meets the parent of OR-relationship,
the node makes its own candidate set by performing union
of the children’s candidate set. Lastly, when the algorithm
meets a parent of AND-relationship, it computes the par-
ent’s candidate set by performing cross product of children’s
candidate set

This procedure is well-described in Fig. 7, which
shows the read operation of cache. The read operation
read opn is composed of five operations, address match,
update candidate, replacement, data fetch and line fill.
There are three specialization children nodes for the up-
date candidate and four specialization children nodes with
replacement.

Fig. 6 Algorithm for candidates generation.

Fig. 7 Computing all the design candidates from design space in AAOG.

Figure 7 shows that the candidate list of up-
date candidate is (update candidate, hist update), (up-
date candidate, fifo update), (update candidate, freq
update). The candidate set of the root node of this graph
is shown somewhat mathematical representation. That im-
plies that the candidate set of read opn is the cross product
of all the children’s candidate set. We will not describe the
evaluation here because it depends on the evaluation tool.
Instead, we will show the case where the SystemC simula-
tion environment is adopted for evaluation step in Sects. 6
and 7.

5. Implementation of Proposed Framework

Figure 8 shows the proposed framework. We used XML
(eXtensible Markup Language) to specify all the contents
of attributed AND-OR graph including constraints. XML
is a markup language for documents containing structured
information. Structured information contains both contents
and some indication of what role that contents plays [18].
We used XML because it is easy to describe hierarchical
data structure in XML.

Design entities in XML go through Expat XML parser
to be data structure, which in turn is translated to the SQL
queries. Through MySQL++, which is a library with which
our framework can communicate with MySQL server, de-
sign entity in data structure is stored in MySQL server. Once
it is stored to the database, any one in any place can connect
with it to obtain or update the design space.

To generate feasible designs, the design space explorer
receives user specification and constraints. Firstly, de-
sign space explorer fetches all the necessary entities from
MySQL server via MySQL++ library and reconstructs the
design space. By performing pruning/searching, our de-
sign space explorer can obtain a set of SystemC models.

Fig. 8 Implementation of framework.
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SystemC compilation enables to obtain SystemC simulator.
This is generation phase. Lastly, evaluation is done by run-
ning the resultant SystemC simulator. All the processes are
designed so that it works in a fully automatic way without
designer’s intervention. The environment and the package
used are listed below:

• WindowXP on Pentium4 3.0 GHz, 1 GB memory
• Compiler: Microsoft Visual Studio 6.0
• Evaluation tool: SystemC simulation environment
• XML parser: Expat 1-95-7
• Back-end DBMS: MySQL 4.1.14
• Library for connection with MySQL: MySQL++-

1.7.1-1-win32-vc++

6. Example and Experiment: Cache Operation

In this section, we will give the cache operation example
to investigate how one can construct a design space with
the proposed methodology. Then, we will give the evalua-
tion result of our framework. Cache is a good example for
design space exploration because it has various parameters
and schemes. We considered the following parameters and
schemes.

• Mapping: direct-mapped, 2-way/4-way/8-way/16-way
set associative mapping, fully associative mapping
• Cache size: 4K/8K/16K/32K/64K-bytes
• Line size: 4/8/16/32/64/128-bytes
• Line fill scheme: request data first, request data last
• Replacement scheme: LRU (least recently used), LFU

(least frequently used), FIFO (first-in, first-out)

We wrote down all the components that constitute the
cache operation and the resulting design space in attributed
AND-OR graph is given in Fig. 9. We can divide the design
space into two component, one from the OR relationship and
the other from the parametric design space. In this example,
the number of design candidates due to OR-relationship, de-
noted as NOR, is 6 because there are selection constraint
between update candidate and replacement. To use LRU,
hist update of update candidate should always be chosen.
The same relationship exists between fifo and fifo update.
For lfu, freq update should be chosen. This is specified in
constraints. Therefore, NOR is 6, not 18. Compared to that,
the parameters can be freely combined. The number of de-
sign candidates due to parametric design space, denoted as
NPARAM, is 180. Therefore, the total number of design
space is 6 * 180 = 1080 because the design space due to

Fig. 9 Design space of cache operation in AAOG.

OR-relationship and that due to parameters are independent
of each other.

6.1 XML Description

Figure 10 describes the XML specification of the read opn
node that we can see in Fig. 7. It defines the interface, states,
children and action. The content in the action is copied to
the SystemC model as a function. One can easily understand
the action of read opn with the action component. It uses all
the children nodes as functions. Therefore, we can think of
this as a coupling strategy.

Figure 11 is XML specification of replacement scheme,
which also appears in Fig. 6. Instead of the action section
of AND-relationship, there is mapping section at the OR-
relationship specification. With the mapping section, one
can specify how the interface defined for the parent node is
mapped to the interface of the children nodes.

As will be explained at Sect. 6.3, one entity is trans-
formed to one SystemC function in this abstraction level.
Within the process, the sequence of the function argument
should be decided based on these XML model. The order of

Fig. 10 XML specification of reand opn node.

Fig. 11 XML specification of replacement node.
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Fig. 12 And-relation and or-relation in database table.

Fig. 13 Interface tables.

interface declaration will determines the formal argument
of the function. Therefore, a designer should be careful in
declaring interface.

6.2 Design Entities in Database

The design entities described in XML are stored to database.
There are 15 tables in the database each of which stores and-
relation, or-relation, input, output, inout, etc. In this section,
we will show how some tables hold the information of de-
sign entities.

Figure 12 shows the MySQL snapshot of and-relation
and or-relation. Table named decomp implies the and-
relation. There are 5 columns with decomp table. The first
one is the name of parent node, the second one the rela-
tion. The third column is the child name. We can know
that there are two children, read opn and write opn, for
cache operation node. The last two columns are used when
importing other design space. Type specifies what design
space will be imported, and the prefix is specified to rename
all the nodes attached below. or-relation is specified in the
similar way.

Figure 13 shows the input, output and inout relation.
The first row implies that address match entity has input

Fig. 14 State table.

Fig. 15 Mapping table for OR-relation.

Fig. 16 Parameter table.

named address, typed bitvector, and the width of the vec-
tor is 32. ord column implies the order of the port at the
address match entity. For example, address is the second
argument for address match. If we look at the output table,
we can see that the first argument of address match is hit.
This is necessary to synthesize the complete model. Inter-
face can be n-dimensional at the real-life digital system de-
sign. Therefore we support this with the last three columns.
We support only two-dimensional vector. index1 and index2
determines the size of the vector.

Every leaf node and the parent of and-relation can have
states used within the action body. Figure 14 shows the state
table. The first row implies that there is a state named read-
HitCount, whose type is integer. This will be declared as a
variable during model synthesis.

and-relation has action body and or-relation has map-
ping relation, as shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11 respectively.
There are two separate tables named action and mapping.
It is difficult to show the action table here because the ta-
ble contains the behavioral SystemC code. Instead, Fig. 15
shows the mapping relation between parent and children of
the or-relation.

Figure 16 shows the parameter table. For example,
addr width parameter is attached to cache operation entity,
and the value is 32. Parameters also constitute the design
space, and we can see this with assoc base parameter. as-
soc base parameter can have 0, 1, 2, 3, and (cache addr-
line size base) as its value. The associativity is computed
with this assoc base parameter.
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Fig. 17 Order of building model.

Fig. 18 Parent of AND-relation to SystemC function.

Fig. 19 Parent of OR-relation to SystemC function.

6.3 SystemC Model Synthesis

Simulator is synthesized after pruning out unnecessary com-
ponents and collecting all the candidates. In this section, we
will briefly show how the simulator is synthesized from the
design space stored at database. Briefly speaking, only one
SystemC class that corresponds to the root node of design
space is generated. All the children nodes become member
functions within the class. Figure 17 shows the sequence of
building model. We assume that the tree is pruned. In other
words, every parent node of or-relation has only one child,
and the parameters’ values are fixed. Firstly, model syn-
thesizer fetches all the required models from model base.
And then, from leaf to root node, appropriate functions are
synthesized considering the interface. The more detail pro-
cedure will be available with Fig. 18 and Fig. 19.

Actually, the SystemC model is synthesized from the
data stored at database. However, the data stored at database
is transparent because the data contained in XML document
is all the same with the data stored at database. Therefore,
we will describe the translation relation between XML en-

Fig. 20 Using external library for evaluation.

tity and SystemC model. Figure 18 shows the translation
of AND-relation to SystemC function. Operation name be-
comes function name and the interface declared becomes
argument of the function. The order of declaring the inter-
face is the same with the order of the argument. The action
body is copied to the function body.

Figure 19 shows how the parent of OR-relation is trans-
lated to SystemC function. In this case, the function body
has only to call the proper function that is selected by the
pruning algorithm. We will assume that lru algorithm is se-
lected. Then, model synthesizer checks between the par-
ent’s interface, child’s interface and the parent’s mapping
relation. Comparing them enables the synthesizer to call the
child function appropriately.

A designer can also use the external library. For exam-
ple, there is a toolkit named eCacti [19] which is designed
to estimate the cache power. This toolkit is easily employed
into our framework for power estimation. Figure 20 shows
how we can use external library. A designer has only to
write down an XML file that contains all the required infor-
mation for the performance index that the designer is inter-
ested in. Header, library and all the paths are specified to be
used at makefile for SystemC compilation. Three functions,
startup, cleanup and write result are synthesized and written
to the model. startup and cleanup functions are copied from
the corresponding section of the file. write result function is
synthesized from perf index section of file. The correspon-
dence is available in Fig. 20. In the main module, the func-
tion call is sequenced for the module to behave correctly.
All these are shown in Fig. 20.

Figure 21 shows the actual code for Fig. 9, Fig. 10 and
Fig. 11. We can see that there is only one SystemC class,
cache operation. There are variable declarations that cor-
respond to the state component. Two functions are shown,
each of which corresponds to the modules. With the gen-
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Fig. 21 Synthesized SystemC model.

erated SystemC model, one can perform functional simula-
tion. The simulation result will be given in Sect. 7.2 with the
evaluation of the framework itself.

7. Evaluation of Proposed Framework

7.1 Plan: Flexibility to Add New Algorithm Scheme

With the given design space, one can easily reflect his/her
own algorithm by attaching it as a child node of OR-
relationship. In this section, we will explain how to apply
a new replacement scheme, random, to the pre-constructed
design space of cache operation.

Figure 22 shows adding random replacement scheme
in AAOG. There are two nodes related with replacement
scheme, update candidate and replacement. Therefore, to
reflect random replacement scheme, two new nodes should
be devised and attached to the right place. Figure 22 shows
the process. random update node should be attached to up-
date candidate node as a child of OR-relationship, and ran-
dom node to the replacement node. This is done by sim-
ply modifying the children section of update candidate and
replacement specification. Writing the two nodes in XML
is so simple that we could do it within five minutes. Af-
ter that, we should write down an appropriate constraint
in such a way that when random update is chosen for up-
date candidate, random should always be chosen for re-
placement. Lastly, by running the program to reflect these
changes into the database, planning phase completes. We
need not modify any other nodes of the design space. Doing
all these tasks took less than ten minutes. By just performing
generation-evaluation steps, we could get the cache evalua-
tion results.

Fig. 22 Adding random replacement scheme in AAOG.

Fig. 23 Profile for generation-evaluation steps.

7.2 Analysis on Generation-Evaluation Phase

We have experimented with the cache operation design
space to obtain the timing profile of our design space ex-
ploration environment. We modified ARMulator such that it
emits the trace in DINERO III format whenever there is the
memory reference to compare the simulation result with the
DINERO simulator. We used adpcm benchmark as an appli-
cation. Trace with 93645 memory references is extracted.

Figure 23(a) shows the detail steps of generation-
evaluation phase. Firstly, our framework fetches all the re-
lationship with which one can construct the design space
from MySQL database. By applying constraints, we can
reduce the design space to some degree. Next, all the candi-
dates are computed using the algorithm shown above. The
design candidates are based on the OR-relationship, without
parametric design space. After choosing one candidate from
the candidates set, we reconstruct the design tree where all
the OR-relationship has only one child, i.e. pruned design
graph. We apply constraints that consist of more than two
entity nodes. Deciding the parameter enables us to construct
a complete SystemC model. After compiling the generated
SystemC model, we can evaluate by running the resultant
executable.

Figure 23(b) shows the experimental result for each
phase shown in Fig. 23(a). During the design space explo-
ration, phase 1 is executed only once. Phase 2 is related with
the design space of OR-relationship. The number of itera-
tion is 6. Phase 3 and phase 4 are related with the both types
of design space, resulting in the number of iteration 1080.
During phase 3, compile time is the most overhead. But,
the standard deviation informs us that the time for phase
3 is relatively close to constant. The standard deviation
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Fig. 24 AAOG with number of design.

Fig. 25 Effect of cache size on size of design space.

for phase 4 is very large. This is because when simulat-
ing the fully-associative cache, there happens many address
matching. Figure 23(c) shows that the evaluation time is
so long for the fully-associative mapping. We can formu-
late the time required for exploration as follows: texplore =

tphase1 + tphase2 × NOR + NOR × Nparam × (tphase3 + tphase4).

7.3 Generation: Effects of Constraints

In this section, we will investigate the effect of constraints
on the size of design space. Figure 24 shows the number
of design space for each design entity. In Fig. 24, cache,
dcache, and icache are of type cache operation of Fig. 9.
The number of design candidates of cache, dcache and
icache is 1080 as explained in Sect. 6. The resulting number
of design candidates of core w cache is 1168560, which is
too many to explore completely. Let’s assume that it takes
about 10 seconds to evaluate one design candidate. Then
more than 135 days are necessary to evaluate all the design
candidates.

Appropriate usage of constraints can solve this prob-
lem. Figure 25 shows how the number of variation that
cache size of icache affects the number of design candi-
dates. 1168560 number of design candidates has decreased
to 235440 as the possible number of cache size decreased
from 5 to 1. By aggressively exploiting the designers’
knowledge in the form of constraints, one can reduce the
size of design space efficiently.

For example, let’s assume that the following constraints
are specified by considering the characteristics of applica-

Fig. 26 Effect of constraints on size of design space.

tions and the hardware requirements.

• C1: fix the cache size of icache to 4 kbytes
• C2: fix the cache size of icache to 4/8 kbytes and line

size to 4/8
• C3: fix the cache size of icache to 4/8 kbytes, line size

to 4/8/16, and replacement scheme to LRU
• C4: fix the cache size of icache to 4 kbytes, cache size

of dcache to 4/8/16 kbytes
• C5: fix the cache size of icache to 4 kbytes, cache size

of dcache to 4/8/16 kbytes and the replacement algo-
rithm of the both cache to LRU
• C6: use only vonNeuman

The effect of each constraint to the size of design space
is shown in Fig. 26. From this, we can know that with a
list of appropriate constraints, one can efficiently reduce the
design space to manageable degree.

8. Conclusion and Further Work

This paper proposes a complete path of constructing a
design space of a digital system by introducing plan-
generation-evaluation framework.

First advantage we could obtain with this work is, of
course, the easiness to construct a design space. Attributed
AND-OR graph and related operations on it enable design-
ers to construct design space easily and correctly. The next
advantage is that one can use many evaluation techniques.
There have been many approaches to solve the long-time
evaluation problem as one of design space exploration re-
search. The last and the most important one is that one
can reflect his/her own knowledge base to prune the design
space efficiently with constraints.

In addition to the above advantages about design space
exploration, this framework can help in developing a new
idea or modules based on pre-constructed design base as
shown in Sect. 7.1.

Currently, the evaluation phase is performed by run-
ning all the executables and finding the model with optimum
performance, without ranking the models. However, we can
find the optimum, or at least optimal, solution without eval-
uating all the models if we apply evolutionary method to
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generation phase such as genetic algorithm[10] or simulated
annealing. The design space representation of the proposed
framework is based on sound graph-theoretical semantics,
so a lot of algorithms on graph theory can be applied to im-
plement such a generation method.
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